Directions for authors
We welcome contributions on all topics relating to international law and international legal thought. We
understand the blog to be a forum especially designed for testing ideas and thinking in progress. You can
send us your text, or get in touch with a preliminary inquiry at intlawblog@gmail.com.
Blog contributions should be around 1000 words, we happily accept texts with up to 1500 words. The
text should be clear in style and use hyperlinks rather than footnotes for references. (There might be
well-founded exceptions to that rule.) Please indicate your current institution and occupation, which will
be included at the end of the text.
Please note that we strongly prefer exclusive submissions. However, if you are submitting a text to
various blogs in parallel, please indicate this explicitly in your first email. If you let us know about a
parallel submission in advance, cross-posting may be a possibility.
Submissions can be in English, German, or French. Please submit your text in word format. All texts are
published under with the Creative Commons BY SA 4.0 license. We are happy to publish an image
alongside your text. For more details see our image policy.
Texts will go through an editing process and a blind peer-review. The timeline from submission to
publication ranges from a week to three weeks. We usually aim for arranging a response to every
contribution in order to foster debate. For contributions on current developments, the process is
expedited and texts will be published alone. Please indicate with your submission that it concerns a
current development. Beside that, we welcome reports and reflections from international legal practice
in our Practitioner’s Corner.
Symposia will be announced in advance with a call for contributions. Occasionally, we publish
symposia linked to a conference or workshop. If you are interested to cooperate with the blog for an
online symposium or to guest-edit one, please get in touch.
For any inquiries concerning the blog, don’t hesitate to get in touch at intlawblog@gmail.com.

